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0. Introduction 
Let K be a field, A an algebra contain@ K in its centre. In case A is commuta- 
tive, Conned f 13 introduced a contravariant functor GamK from the category of 
commutative Kaigebras to Top, which is a natural transform of Spec. The tool of 
pseudoplaces (cf. [4, S] ) permits the introduction of general primes of A, general- 
izing prime ideals of A with A - P being muttiplicatively closed, i.e. complete prime 
ideals, in such way that to every place Q, of K there corresponds a contravariant 
functor *Prims : AIgK -+ Top, and also a contravariant functor I.$, @Prim, = 
Prims. If A is commutative, . 
I-PrimK A = Gam# A , 
1 denoting the identity of K. 
Section 1 gives a generalization of ConneW results to the noncommutative 
ease, together with the parametrization by places 0:‘ the ground field, 
Sections 2 and 3 deal with the pseudoplace aspect of primes; after studying 
specializations of primes, special primes are considered. The “restricted primes” 
defined there, turn out to be a &se generalization of the notion of a place of a 
field. 
The localization kernel functors presented in Section 4 are symmetric, and to 
some extent these kernel functors measure how A difirers from being simple. A 
sheaf is constructed on PrimK , but with this sheaf it is not guaranteed that PrimK 
becomes acontravariant functor to Sheaves: this fails at the same point where 
functoriality breaks up for Spec in [3] . An alternative approach using idempotent, 
not necessarily symmetric, kernel functors may yield a sheaf having better “func- 
to&i” properties; this is being worked on by the author. 
Primes may be used to describe some prime ideals, in a (&ew) polynomial ring 
cb [x] over a simple algebra 9, which yield primes of Q(x). This is useful to get 
information on Spec cb [xl, one of the aims after [3]. 
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1. Primes 
bt K be a field, A an algebra containing K in its centre. A psetrdqhx of A/K 
is defined (cf. [4] ) to be a triple (A ‘t $, A 1 /El )+ where J, : A’ + A 1 is a homo- 
morphism decned on a subring A’ of A such that A’ n K is a valuation ring of K 
and the restriction of Jt to A ‘ n K is a place of the field K with residue field K, . 
Unless othenvise indicated, $ will be a surjective ring homomorphism. 
Let 4 be a place of K finite on the valuation ring OK of K with maximal ideal 
MK and residue field k, let (A )) JI, i/k) be a pseudoplace with 3, iOK = @, 
Definition 1 .I I F = Ker IJI is said to be a @-@me @A/K if the following conditions 
are sat isfki : 
( 1) j, (A ‘) = a is a division ring, 
(2)Ifxr,EA’withx,yEA,thenx~.II’yieldsyEP and :,4A’yieldsxEP. 
Extending Connell’s terminology, cf. [ 11, we shall say that a 4r_pseudoplace of 
A/K is a #+~g&~~ if its kernel is a @prime. Note that a @preplace presenting P is 
not necessarily uniquely determined by P. If the place of the ground field is not 
specified, we shall usually omit the prefixes Q, in the notation. A @prime P is 
called synlmerric if for all y E A we have that .YP C P is equivalent to pV C P. 
Notation. 
@VimK(A j = {P I P is zr $-prime of A/K) , 
PrirnKIA) = (P 1 P is a prime of A/K 1 . 
If A is commutative, then 
i -Prim, (A) = QQ (A 1; 
this yields a contravariant functor Ab.A& + Tup, and Spec(A) is a dense s&set of 
GamK A. 
Since the place of K corresponding toa prime P is up to isomorphism defined by 
P, we have that 
I?rimK(A)= u @-PrimK(A) , 
f&E@ 
where + is the set of isomorphism classes of places of K. 
We introduce aZariski topology in Prim~(A ); the topology introduced in 
@PrimA’ is cakd the ~Zariski topology. Lat F be a finite subset of A, and let 
D(~=iPtPprimr:ofA/K.PnFz0). 
The topology generated by the sets D(F), where F is a finite subset of A, ~&JWS the 
sets II(F’) for a basis of the topology since 
W, uF21=LYF#-WF2). 
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Denoting by Alga and Top the obvious categories, we have: 
Proof. Let f : A 1 + A 2 be a K-algebra morphism. Let P2 be a +- 
represented by the preplace (A ; v 9 :, &/k). Then f -I (f ,) C f - P 
rime of A2/K 
(A ;) defines a 
CpseudopIace ofA 1 /K with residue algebra f - ‘(A ;)/f ,” ’ (P2 ) (cf. [4] ) which is a 
division ring, as subring of Al;!. If x,)-‘EA 1 such that X_V Ef-‘(A;), then 
f(~)fcv)~*~; 9 
and x 4 fW- ’ (A ; ) implies 
!LY) E pz 9 YEf -‘(pz, l 
Analogously ,bf 4 f - ‘(A ; ) yields x E f” (f 2 ), hence + r; f‘ defines a #-preplace of
A 1/Ks entailing 
f--‘(P,)EcpPrimK(Ar). 
Let f: Prim, AZ --* PrimK AI be given by 
&y=f -‘Ip,) ’ 
Furthermore,fis contikous; indeed, 
The restrictions & are continuous by definition of the @-Zariski topology. 0 
Proposition 1.3. If Y E PrimK(A), dm P contains a prime ideal p of A; P() is the 
m&mcrl tieal of A contained in P. 
Proof. Put 
p= {xfxEA,AxACP). 
P0 is obviously an ideal of A. Suppose aAb C P0 with a,& $ PO; then both AaA 
and A bA are not contained in P, hence there exist a1 E A uA, b’ E A bA and 0’. b’ 
not in P. Since 
a’A’b’CAaAbACPCA’, 
wehavea’b’~A’.Thusifa’4A’,~enb’~P;ontheotherhand,b’~A’ 
entail a’ 62, hence ol, b’ E A’ follows. But then a’A’b’ C P with a’, b’ $ P 
diets the fact that A’ - P is multiplicativeIy close& Thus P0 is a prime ideal of A but 
in general not such that A -. P* is multiplicatively closed. KJ 
Corollary t .4. If a prime P uf A/K is an ideal of ,4, then it is a prime t&al of A. If 
Spec A C PrimK A, then Svc A is dmse in Primfir A. 
Remark 1.5. If P E PrimK A, repret;ented by (A’, 9, &%), then A - P is a multipli- 
atively closed set for ifx, y E A - P and xiv E P, then both x and y are in A’ and 
this contradicts the fact that A’- P is multiplicatively clused. The following charac- 
teriration of symmetric primes generalizes a result of Connell [ 1 ] . 
Imposition I .6. Let 4 bc a place of-K with valuation ting OK arti maximal ideal IQ= 
Therl P is a symmetric @-prime uf A/K jfptzd o&y if: 
(1) P is an OK-module such that P n K = MK ; 
( 2 ) Y is mult@lica tivelv closed and symnre tric, i. e. 
Pyc P9”*yPC P forully EA. 
(3) A -- P is multiplieativti!y closed. 
Roof. TPle “only if’ part is obvious. 
Conversely, let 
A’=(x~xEA, xPCfj. 
Then: 
Qi)A’fiK=OK sinceif(YEK,orPCP,thencu‘-t $EP. 
(ii) A’ is an OK-algebra containing P as an ideal. 
’ (iii) Let x,y E A such that xy E d’ and y + A’. Since P is symmetric. XJ@ C P 
yields Px_r: !,:: P, whiie yP $ P, dnd P,r# $ P. C%oose p E P such that JJF $ P. Then 
x(jp) f P impiies’x E P because A - P is multiplicative& closed. Similarly xy E A” * 
x $ A ’ yields y E P. Since A’ is an o# algebra and A - P being multiplicatively 
closed, it foliows that A’ - P is multiphcatively closed. Thus P is a (b-prime of A/K. CI 
Pmpotition 1.7.Let(A’,~,A~ik)beapreplrrceDfAt~and(Ai,51,A2)rrprepk&4 
ofAl/k. Thert(Jl-1(Ai),52G9.A2)isapteplaceofAfk’. 
RX&. Since A2 is a division algebra nd as (@(A;), s2 0 J/, A?) is a pseudoplace 
of A/K (cf. [4] ), it will be sufficient o check the second condiiion in the definition 
of a preplace. Now ifx_YE $-‘(A;), x 4 $-*(A;), then: 
(a) if’x,y E A’, then 
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(b) if x or v is not in A’, then I 
x*yE$-*(A;)CA’ 
yislds that y or x respectively is in Ker $ f Ker s2 0 $ . Kl 
2. Specialization of primes 
Ikfinition 2.1. A prime P2 is said to be a ~e~&&atlbn of a prime PI if there are 
preplaces $2 and $ 1 representing P2 and P1 t respectively, such that $2 is a speciali- 
zation of $i as preplaces, Le., there exists a preplace c of the residue algebra of $I 
suchthat $2 =c~lfi~. 
Proposition 2.2. Let P, and P2 be primes t9f A/K. Thtn P2 is 0 speciabation of P, 
if them exist mpresentir;lg prepkes (A ; V Q, A 2 ) and (A;, JI p A 1 ), respectively, 
such thut (Ai) CL AZ) is a $ze~~~lizatiun of (A; ) $, A 1 ) as pseudoplaces, i.e. if 
Ai C A; andP2 IP,. 
Roof. If (Ai, Sz, AZ) is a specialization of (A;, $, A 1 )* then there exists a pseudo- 
place (B, ct AZ) of Al fk such that In = t Q $ (cf. [4]), where B = $(A;). Now, A2 
being a division algebra, it is sufficient to check the second condition in the defini- 
tion of a prepface. Since 
wehavethat JI-‘JI(A;)=A;,andif~pftlwith,~,~EAI and%$B,thenf’orany 
representatives X, p of R,e, respectively, we have 
x,y E "; , xyE@(B)=A;, x$A;. 
Thus JP E Pz and jj E JI(PY) or jj E Ker 1‘. Similtlrly, X7 E B with _, $ B yields 
zE*{P*). a - 
Rem& 2.3, The existence of two such representing prepiaces does not imply that 
every representing preplace for P2 is a specialization of a preplace representi% P1 . 
Let PsK(A) be the set of pseudoplaces of A/K, and denote the subset of preplaces 
of A@ by PrK(A). Any pseudoplace (A’, $, A 1 /K1 ) of A/K induces an injective 
map J1: B~,(AI)+Ps~(A),definedby&‘2)=S20#. 
If $ is a preplace, then 5 restricts to a map PrK (A I) + P~K(A), and by the above 
proposition the image of this restriction consists o 1 all speciakations of the preplace 
$, i.e. 
Since pseudoplaces in PSK, (A dare isomorphic if and only if their images un 
are isomorphic, it is clear that J, also defines an injective map on the set of i 
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morphism classes of pseudoplaces. The induced map, again denoted by $, may be 
considered as a mapping only depending on the ring of definition Ai for a and on 
the ideal Ker Sz. Thus 3/ : IQ1 (A I) -+ PrK(A) induces injective maps 
where the place @ of K is defined to be the specialization of $JA’ obtained by com- 
position with the place q+ of K1 l 
bt (A’, $J, A f (K1 )) be a preplace of A/K representing a pr?e P, and let S be 
any subset of psK(A). Then P is said to be S-gene& if S C Im ti. 
In [S ] , generic primes between skew fields are constructed. There the set S may 
be looked upon as being H”zy”(Gl k*) for some ftnite abelian group (I, and a field k 
The specializat;ons of such a generic prime parametrize certain subgroups of the 
Brauer group. 
Definition 2.4. A prime P is said to be nainimaf i there are no nonzero primes differ- 
ent from P having P for a specialization. 
For example, aminimal prime ideaf P of A with A - P muttiplicatively closed is 
a minimal prime. Let f : A + B be a K-algebra morphism, and let Af be a &sub- 
algebra of A containing K and such that if x,y E A and xy E A!, then .Y 4 Al implies 
yE Kerfandy&AfyieIdsxE Kerf. Then we have: 
Proof. iA (A;, 9, A,-) represent P. If x,y f A such that xy E A;-, y 4 A;. then: 
(1) if y $ Af, then xy E Af yields x E KerfC p’, 
(2) if y E Afi then xy E Af with x @Af yields y E Kerl’C Ai, contradiction; 
hence x E Af 
‘Then x,y E Af, with xy E Ai and y $ A;, yields x E P because P E PrimK(+). 
Similarly, xy E A;‘x a5 A; yields y E P, and thus P E PrimK A. [3 
Proposition 2.6. Let f : A + B be a swjwive K-homsmatphism of K-algebw. Laf 
P E PrimK(A), wpresenred b,v (A’, 9, A/k), swh that P 3 Ker f, then f(P) E Prims. 
Proof. Consider fto C f(A’) C B and X,,V E B such that 3jJ E f(A)), 7 4 f(A’9. 
Choose x,y representing Z,_is, respectively, then xy E A’ and y $5 A’; hence x E P 
and .3 E f(p). Moreover, f(A ‘) - f(P) is multiplicatively closed, and hence f(p) E 
PrimK(B). 0 
coMary 2.‘i+ Ler f : A 1 + A2 be 4 suv’ective K-algebpa morphism. Ehen 
2) -+ Prim,(A l ) defines a homeomorphism of PrimK(A2) onto 
V(Kerf) = {P I PE PrimK(Al), P 3 Kerf) . 
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Proposition 2.8. Lclt $ + # be places of K defined by vaitrution rirtgs 0, 3 O. _uf K, 
respectivel) Let P be a @-prime and PI a G-prime of A/K represented by (A’, #, 2) 
and (A ; , $, 2 I ), respectively, and supposcz P 3 PI. Town P n Ai is a @prime of A/K 
and a specialization of P, . 
Prwf. The situation is as follows: 
?)CA;nPCA’nA;CAiCA. 
LetxyEA’RA~,andsupposetllatyqA’nA;.Firstly,ify4A;,then.u~tEA; 
implies x E P, C P n A; . Secondly, if y $ A’, then x r E A’ implies x E P. But 
then x $ A; entails that we may derive from xy E Ai that .;‘E PI C A’, contradic- 
tion. Therefore x E A; C P. In the same say we show that x)’ E A’n A; with 
x & A ‘ n A ; yields y E A ; n P. It is evident hat 
If we show tbt: A ‘- (A i 0 P) is multiplicat ively closed, then (A’ n A i) - (A \ n P) 
will be too. Suppose X_Y E A i n P for some x,y E A and y 4 A i 61 E. Then, if y & P, 
we derive from xy E P n A; th.at x E P. Further, if x $ A i , then xy E A; yields 
y E PI, contradiction. Hence x E A; n P. if on the other hand y e Ai, then xy E Ai 
implitts x E PI C P ;I? A;. By Proposition 2.2, P n A i is a specialization of PI . 0 
Remark 2.9. in the proof of Proposition 2.8 we d&id not use the fact that P, is 
actually a prime of A/K but merely that A\ has the same properties as .4/ in Propo- 
sition 2.5. Thus we have: 
h-position 2.10. Let A; = Af atzd Pl = Ker f be as iri Prrzpasirion 2 ,.T. Then ifP is 
a @-prime of*A/K, P 3 PI , then P p4 AI is u $JMme oj’ At. 
Proof. Similar as in Proposition 2 8. Note that it is not true that P is a specialization 
of P f? Af, neither is P R Af a specialization of P, (since Pl is not necessarily a 
prime). a 
3. Restricted primes 6 . 
Definition 3.1. A pseudoplace (A I, $, A/k) of A/K is called speciltl if for ail x E A : 
there is a X E OK, X 7t 0, such that Xx E A’. It is called lwtticted if for every non- 
zeroxEAthereisaAEKsuchthatXxEA’-P,P=Iz~r$.If [A: K) <=,then 
(A’* Jf , A/k) is called urzrumified if [A : k] = [A : aU] .Obviously, the properties 
unramified, restricted and special decrease in strength if listed in this order. A 
prime P of Jr/K is said to be unramif'ied , restricted or special if there exists 3 pre- 
place representing P and having the corresponding property. In proposition 2.8, 
taking $ = # and P = P, , then this shows that there exists a preplace represtrrting P 
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such that the ring where the preplace is del’lned is minimal for inclusion, we denote 
this preplace by (Ap, #, A/k). If this preplace is specid, restkted or unramified, 
then P is said to be absulrcte!v speciai, restricted or unramified, respectively. 
PruposMon 3.2. (a) A prime P uf A/K is special if arui ortly if it is abs&te/y special. 
(b) If [A : Kl < -I therr a prime P of A/K is unramified if arui only ifP is absu- 
hi t&y unramif’ied. 
(c) A prime P uf A/K is ubsolrrtely restricted if and on& ifever), preplace repre- 
slrrrtirlg P is restricted. 
(d) If A is a skew ficTid, then P is Q resttiicted prime of A/K if and only flfp is 
absolutely restricted. There is u unique (up to isomurpkism f (A’, Jr, A,k) rqwwtt- 
ing P. 
Proof. (a) is trivial. 
To prove (c), suppose that P is a restricted prime, and kt (A i , $I 1, A 1 J be a 
restricted prephace r presenting P, while (A; t $Q, AZ) is sny other representation 
forP.Ifl)EA;-Ai,thenhyEA;- P for some X E Ox, and because y 4 A\, we 
have h E MK. But then y E A; and X EMK entails Xy E P, a contradiction. Hence 
Ai CA;. 
To prove the assertion (d), let A be a skew field, and let (A’, $ 9 A l ) be a restricted 
representative fora prime P of A/K. T’hen A, C A’. Suppose there exists any E A’- A, t 
Then certainly E A’- P. Since yy-” E A’ and y &P, it follows that y- ’ E A’. How- 
ever,y-‘y$P,hencey-’ 
implies that y- ’ 
E A’ - P follows. Finally, since yy- ’ E A,, withy 4 A, 
E P, we reach a contradiction. Thus A’ = Ap. 
Statement (b) foilcws from the fact that a finite-dimensional division aIgebra is a 
skew field (see Corollary 3.1 I) and the proof of(d) given above. 0 
Proposition 3.3. Let (A’, $, j/k) be a restricted pseudop&e such that A is a division 
akeb-ul. Then it is u preplace and Ker if/ = P is a restricted prime, 
Proob.IJoteftrs~.thatifx4Af,XEKsuchthatXxEA’-P,thenXEMK.Thus,if 
xyEA’withx4A’andsuppo~y4P,thenthereareXEIWK,IrEOKsuchthat 
XxEA’--P,pyEA’-P@= 1 ifyEA’and@M~otherwise).Hence 
hgxy E A’ - P, but Xp E kf~ entails 
ww WY) = ww NXY) = 0 ’ 
contradicting xpxy E A’ -P.Similarly,xyEA’andy$EA’yieldsxEP. 0 
Proposition 3.4. Let (A’, $ + A Jk) be a restricted prepkce representing P = Ker $+. 
Then P is symmetric and P = MK (A’- P). 
Proof. Suppose yPC P for some y E A while Py $ P. Then, stice P is an ideaI of A’, 
we have y $E A ‘, and thus we can find X E MK such that Xy E A * _ p; but since 
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Xy = ~4 E yP C P, this ields a contradiction. Let x EP; there is a h E K such that 
XxEA’-Pand thusP x 
wise Xx E B])I. hence X^- ’
= (0). Moreover, if Xx E A’- P, then X $0, (since other- 
EMK andx =X-‘)l. J+A’-P. 5 
Note that the existence of a restricted pseudoplace (A I, $, A/k) such that 2 is a 
division algebra forces A into being a division algebra itself. 
The folIowing proposition shows that (absolutely) restricted preplaces do gener- 
alize the concept of a place of 3 field. 
Proposition 3.5. Lur L be u fiekl, K C L C A. A resttictedpreplace (A’, $, jfk) 
restricts iu II pJ%xe of L. 
P~f.LetxEt,.~gA’nL.andsupposex-*~A’.TakeX,~EMKsuchthat 
IuE(A’- P)fl L, ~x-lE(A’-P)nL, 
hence hp E (A’-?) n I, as (A’ - P) fl L is multipiicatively closed, contradicting 
XI1 E MK * Ab xx- 1 fA’withx$A’yieidsx-l E L n P. nus P n L is the ideal 
of non-invertible lements in the valuation ring A’ n L. Cl 
Proposition 3.7. Let [A : K] < =, and Ier P2 be an unrumified @~-prim = represented 
b,v (A ;, $2, A 2 jK2 ). Ikn for every place @ 1 qf K such that @ 1 + #2, there is an 
unratified &-prime Pi such thut P2 is a specializarion of 1”, . 
Prwf. By Lemma 3.6 there. exists an unramified pseudoplace (‘4 i, Jr 1, .4 l/K1 ) 
having (A;, $Q, AZ/K*) as a specialization, i.e., there exists an unlramified pseudo- 
place (B, {,A#,) of Al/K, with residue algebra Az/Kz, and thus A, is a division 
algebra. By Proposition 3.3, (A;, $1, AI/K1) is a preplace and PI = Ker $1 is then 
an unramified ti 1 -prime having P 2 for 3 specialization. Cl 
Corollary 3.3. To a specialization chain of places 
(9 1 “#* -+... “en =#, 
where @ allows an ttnramified +-prime P, there corresponds a chain 
I 1 +a P=P, 3Pn_l D.... DP1 10 
of unmmified primes 113re chuirr (*) is maximal, i.e. no non-isomorphic @aces can 
be inserted if (**) is maxintal. /NQM that isumorptric tcnrumified primes are qua/. 1 
Proof of the tast statement. I.& P be absoh~tely rt-stricted, P f7 K = OK, and 
betherian. Suppose 
where A’, Ai are rings used to define P and PI, respectively. Since A i I+T II” = OK, and 
as (PK is a maxima1 subring of K, it foHows that PI n K = MK. If x E P I PI , then 
x f A; . Because P is restricted, there is a X $0~ such that Xx E A ’ - P. Then 
X-l E& yields 
x=h -1 (Lx)EM~A;CP~ ) 
a contradiction. Hence P =P, , U . 
dkfmitilon 3.9. kt C$, be a Noetherian valuation ring of K and P a restricted +-prime. 
Then P is called a Noetherton prime. 
lmnma 3.10. Let [A : K] < a~. If’(A’, & a/k) is aI8 uwamified +pseudopliace of 
A/K such that A is a prime riw8 thee (A’? #, j j is the unique #-pseudoplace defined 
on A’ stch that the residue algebm is Q prime r&g. 
hf. From (4) it follows that A’ is a free 0K-module of dimension [A : K] = n. 
A well-known fact for finite-dimensional torsion-free +algebras translates into 
the sum ranging over @-pseudopkces defied on A’ with prime residue ring, Hence 
(A’,~J/kjisuniqueassuch. Cl 
Cor&ry 3.11. If A/K is a finite&mensionrll divis,iun algebra, then it is a skew j&M. 
Proof. (A, I, A) is unramifk!d, hence (0) is the unique prime ideal of A sitting over 
(0) C K’, hence A is simple, hence a skew field. Cl 
tioky 3.12. If A/K is a finite-dimensional pIime o&bra, then it is simple. 
R~oaitian 3.13. Let [A : K] C ~0, let (A’, J,, A/k) be a minimal unmmified prime 
of A/K l%en A’ is a maximal order and a maximal subring of A. 
Proof. By Lemma NO, A is a skew field, while Corollary 3.8 yields that A’ n K = 0~ 
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is a Noetherian valuation ring. Since (A ‘, $I, A/k) is unramified, we have 
A’ = OK fur, .‘., u,,] for some K-basis {ut , . . . . u,, 1 of A with tdi E A’ - P for all 
i = 1, . . . . II (cf. f4] ). An element x E A ’ yields an ascending chain 
of OK-submodules inA’. It is stationary, and thus we find an integral relation far x 
over OK. Over 3 Noethexian valuation ring 0~ V every order is contained in a ma-xi- 
ma1 order. 
So let A” C r, with I’ a max.im31 order in A. Suppose 3’ E F - A’, and consider 
A’LY] C r. Since 
for somei E { I t .,., n) and + $ UK. Since P = MK A’ (Proposition 3.4), y* $P, 
hence <.I~*)--’ E A’ and *vi = u(j*)-t E R f~ K. Hence R n K $ UK, entailing K C R 
and proving that A’ = I’ is also a maximal subring in A. Cl 
Pruposition 3.2(d) together with Proposition 3.5 show that the set of absolutely 
restricted primes of A/K yields 3 generalization of the Riemann surface of 3 field. 
4. Symmetric kemei functors associated witb primes 
Let (A’, $ ,A) be a preplacc represenGng p = Ker G. To (A ‘, JI, 2) we caa . 
associate the ~.oliowing symmetric kernei functors: 
(I ) cry’_ p * associated with the multiphcatively closed set A ’ - P, an MA , the 
category of ‘ieft A-modules. 
(2) ~4 _p, associated with the multiplicative system A - P, on M” l 
(3) uA~ on M”t, associated with A’ -- P. 
Via A’ w A we identify M” with a subcategory of MA’. 
bmma 4.1. The compc~tPent cfq _& = {PO ) , und hence oA _p = oA _p~, where 
t?A __PO is the symmetrk ernel finctor on i& defined by the m-system A - PO. 
(cf. (3) ). 
Proof, P” is obviousiy the unique ideal, maximal with the property of being dis- 
joint from A - P, hence ACID _+) = {PO 1 , and since OA _p is symmetric, this 
implies OA _p = aA -to. cf 
Plloposition 4.2. if P is a special prtie represented bv a preplace (A’, JI ,A 0 
OA’and U~a__p COiNV%?O~A/A. 
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Proof. In general, 0~8 2~ uA~._~ onMA. So suppose that ME M’, x E UJ(M). Then 
sA+OforsomesEA’ - P. Look at sA x, and take JJ E sA x with JJ = sax for some 
a EA. By Proposition 32(a), (A’, 9, A/k) is special, hence there is X E K such that 
Xy = Xsax = s(Xa)x E sA’x = 0 w 
entailing y = 0 and x E c~._p(M)= Cl 
Propositkn 4.3. Let (A’, $, $k) rqwesent a special prime P uf A/K. Then A’ is a 
prime r&g if and only if A is a prime ring alrd A is oA-twion-free if and 0n1y if A ’ 
i$ oA -tcwsion”fre~. 
Proof. I,zt A be prime, and suppose I?’ = 0 for some nonzero ideals I’. J’ of A’. If 
x E AtAf, then x = Ztaba’ with aE AI’A, b, E AJ’A, and the sum being rjnite. 
There are c, J E Or such that ea E I’, dbq E I’ for all a appearing in the sum. Hence 
cdx E ff = 0, or x = 0, contradicting the fact that A is prime. Conversely, if A ’ is 
prime and IJ = 0 for some nonzero ideals i,J of A, then (f n A’) (J n A ‘) = 0, 
where I n A’ and J n A’ are nonzero (since if x # 0, x E I, then there is a X # 0, 
A E 0~. such that hx E In A’ and Xx ;f 0). CJbviously q(A) = 0 entails 
q(A’) = 0. 
Conversely, let uA(A’) = 0, and suppose x f Q’(A). Then s A “x = 0 for some 
s E A’ - P. Pick X E UK such that Xx E A’, then sA'Xx = 0 yields Xx f qt(A’) 
and x = 0. tJ 
Proposition 4.4. If (A’, J,, A/’ ) K is a res fricted prep&e represen ring P. then 
OA’ = u&p = UA -p = u*(,4) cm bitA, 
where @([A) denotes the syqetric ksmal firnctnr defined ly 
CT) T(u*) = (left khls of A contain&g a nonzero crlerti) . 
Proof. Since P is special, uAs = oA’_p on HAa Since P is restricted ,, 
c(a,-~~=i~o)=~~~, 
hence o&p = u*(A). It remains to prove that oA _p = q_.p on MA. 
kt I E ~u&p), i.e. i > (i) with s E A - P, Then there is a x 65 K such that 
Xs E A’- P and (Is) C I, hence I E T(uA~_~). That ~At__p G 04 _p is clear since 
A’- PC A -P. Note that u*(A) is symmetric because A is a prime ring! Set u = 0~‘. 
Sinw A is a prime ring and P restricted, it follows that A’ is a prime ring, thus A and 
A’ are u+- and u-torsion-free, respectively. Cl 
Remark 4.5. In generalt, if P is any prime of A/K such that we have injections 
A’ L-+ e,cA’> - QJ4 1 
then A n Q,(A’) =A’. Indeed, if )J E Q&I’) - A’. then there is an ideal 0? 7’(a) 
such that l?_i* C A’, with C 2 (s), s E A ’ - P. Thus sy E A ‘, but s 4 P implies y 4 A. 
Consequently, in this situation, Q,(A) = A yields 
A’=AnQ,(A’)=Q,(A’). 
This can be applied as follows. L+et (A’, j/ , A &) be a restricted preplace of A/K 
representing the prime P. Denote up.’ by u. If [d : K) < 00, then Corollary 3.11 
entails that A is a skew field, thus 7’( o*(A)) = {A ) and Q,(A) = A. Since we are in 
a situation as described above, Q,(A ‘) = A ’ follows. I 
If [A : K] is arbitrary, but ~4 is left Noetherian, while @A _p has property (T), 
then QA_&4) is simple. Indeed, if8 is a proper ideal of Q&4), then property (T) 
implies that BC = B n A $ T(u,~__p) (cf. 13) ), and this yields BC = 0, thus B = 0. 
Now put X = Prims A) let E be a finite subset of A, and D(E) the corresponding 
basic open set. With D(E) we associate 
whi& is a multiphcatively closed subset of A containing E. The symmetric kernel 
functor us corresponds to the system E. In this way we obtain a presheaf on X 
because if D(E) C D(F), then F C E and uF G oE; thus we have a map 
QF and QE being the focalization funetors corresponding with uF and uE, respectively 
Further, if D(E) C D(r;3 C D(C). then we obtain a commutative diagram 
where p(F, E) is the unique extension of the canonical A --, QE(A) to QF(A~ and 
similarly for p(G, F’J, p(C, E). Sheaffification of this presheaf yields a sheaf Q on X. 
Proof. The direct iimit of the system {Q*(R), p(U, v) I V C U} is equal to the direct 
limit of the cofural system {QE(R), p(& F) f I)(F) C D(E)). Since the oE are sym- 
metric and associated to multiplicative systems, the direct-limit localization firnctor 
will correspond to the sup of the symmetric kiernel functors involved (cf. [3] ). This 
in turn will correspond to the multiplicative system generated by U{E 1 PE @ 
which is equal to A - P, since if s E A - P, then P E D(S) and 
252 f? 6%n @Wae)ven, &me:: in dgebras over ficlkis 
If f : A l + A 2 is a K-algebra morphism, then 
If s E f@), let x EC g be such that f(x) = s. Then, if P’ E D(,#‘(a), 
and thus x 4 f - ‘(P’), entailing se P’ and @?) C f(E). If f is surjective, this yields 
(by a-injectivity) a map &(A 2) + Q~cJQ(~~) which composes with QEf : Q&i 1) + 
Qg(A 2) to give a mwhim Q# 1) -+ Qf(E ,(A 2 )- 
Compatibility with sheaf-restriction maps and further furxtorial properties require 
more restrictions. However, in the ~u~mut~t~ cuse, Prims is a functor general- 
izing Gam&4). This follows from the faG:t that PrimK (A) 3 Spec A and 5 if 
E = I&,, . ..) e,) C A and M is the multipiicatively closed set generated by 
le = e1e2 . . . e,, then 
(ebSk4 - U{P[PCSpecA, e$P)) 
hence, the latter being the saturation of W, this yields W%l = Q,&4). The rest is 
verification of [ 1, Proposition 24) . 
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